ARE YOU THE NEXT
LEADRS ?

2017 ASHRAE Summer Conference in
Long Beach (June 24th to June 28th )

ASHRAE
REGION II LEADRS
PROGRAM
The LeaDRS shadowing program is providing access to a
deeper understanding of, the senior level leadership roles and
responsibilities of ASHRAE Regional leaders. The DRC will be
charged with allowing the participant to shadow him or her
and introducing the participant to the Society Conferences,
their inner workings including: Society/Committee structure,
Board Meetings, ExComm, TCs/TGs, and social functions.

An important aspect of my experience was I connected with a few other women from
the leaDRS program early on in the conference, which enhanced the experience and
allowed me to meet and interact with their DRC’s as well. It was a fantastic
opportunity to talk about what was interesting as the conference progressed; what
we found useful to us and would carry forward. Our discussions resulted in me
attending some meetings I may have shied away from before. – Sharlene Innes, NBIPE Chapter, LeaDRS participant, Saint Louis 2016.

“Being able to shadow our Region
DRC, has been a wonderful
experience. It really was an eyeopening experience for me. I was
impress to see how ASHRAE really
works behind the scene.”
Audrey Dupuis, Montréal Chapter,
LeaDRS participant, Seattle 2014.

“I learned so much more about the
Society and how it operates and, as I
had hoped, I gained a renewed
sense of desire to serve more and to
give back to this great organization
that has helped me so much in my
career already. So thank you for
giving me the opportunity to step out
of my comfort zone, because this is
where a person can truly grow and
see what else is out there.”
Jeff Watson, London Chapter,
LeaDRS participant, Chicago 2015.

The participant’s travel expense
and registration will be covered
by the Region as an investment
in the development of their
future leadership !!!

Complete the form
online:
Click here

Application
deadline :
May 5th, 2017

